
THE FLEXFORM WAY OF OUTDOOR LIVING



        A jaunt through Italy 

to explore parks and secret gardens where the new 

Flexform Outdoor Collection will also be revealed. 

A contemporary home with lake view, a glasshouse 

in which to spend the weekend relaxing, a small yet 

charming country hotel.

Three special places where the outdoor lifestyle is live 

and well. Open spaces, lush greenery, the beauty of 

Nature – the sky, stone, water – create settings in which 

sofas, armchairs, chaise longues and many accessories 

shape the spaces into open-air rooms, places in which 

to enjoy peace, solitude, or entertain in style. 

The Flexform Outdoor Collection carries the same DNA as 

the interior collection and is designed to allow the creation 

of equally cozy and sophisticated outdoor settings. 

In addition to absolutely original pieces, are the Flexform 

‘must-have’ classics that, ‘dressed’ for the outdoors are 

meant to dwell on patios, terraces and in gardens.

A captivating choice of fabrics that, starting with the 

most muted pastels, ranges from whites to earth tones, 

to vibrant shades of green, citron, bordeaux, and many 

refined, elegant shades of grey. Natural materials, like 

stone, wood and metal – with satin finish or lacquered 

in the same colors as the fabrics – are the result of 

meticulous research aimed at ensuring the products 

are weatherproof. 

The Outdoor Collection is dedicated to those who love 

the timeless aesthetic of Flexform: the same style, 

elegance and design.

The Flexform
WAY OF
outdoor living3 PLACES /
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BY THE LAKE
modern stone and glass architecture
overlooking the lake
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All-white for the Cesta Outdoor accessory and the Bangkok ottoman, both featuring elegant woven designs. An 
enchanting corner setting also allows sophisticated living outdoor (p.5). The Zante sectional sofa, with iroko wood 
structure, stained grey and upholstered in a citron and grey micro jacquard fabric stands out against the stacked 
stone wall, the ideal backdrop for maxi outdoor living. The rectangular Fly Outdoor coffee table and round side 
tables are topped in Pietra del Cardoso and Beola argentata.The pair of Alison Outdoor small armchairs have 
an extruded aluminum structure; the Colorado rug is shown here in slate color (p.6/7). Detail of Alison Outdoor 
small armchairs with aluminum structure and backrest in polyurethane rubber (opposite page). Detail of the 
Zante sofa structure crafted entirely of solid iroko wood (above)
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An open-air niche furnished with Ortigia Outdoor armchairs and a small grouping of select works of art that reveal 
a mature, refined taste (above). A quiet spot to relax and unwind in a pair of Vulcano chaise longues (opposite page)
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Protected from the elements, one of the home’s two outdoor dining areas is covered to allow alfresco dining 
year-round. Moka Outdoor chairs in white powder-coated steel mingle with Dafne iroko chairs with woven 
polypropylene around the Monreale iroko wood Outdoor table (p.12/13). Detail of the Phuket ottoman’s 
polypropylene fiber weave (above)
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Aligned in the passageway, three handy Lotus stools to hold pool towels ready for guests. A chic and simple way 
to make everyone feel right at home (p.16/17). Thomas Outdoor armchair in iroko with sky-blue and grey checked 
fabric upholstery (opposite page and above)
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Set for an outdoor lunch on the wood deck, the long Fly Outdoor table with porphyry top and Moka Outdoor chairs 
in powder-coated white metal with seat in sand-color woven polypropylene cord (opposite page and above)
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Detail of the different table tops, in Pietra del Cardoso, Beola argentata and porphyry (above). Poised for poolside 
cocktails, the Peter Outdoor lounge chairs with matching footstools and Phuket woven ottoman are comfortable 
and inviting (opposite page)
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I N  T H E  PA R K
an Engl ish  ‘g lasshouse ’  in  a  park- l ike 
setting, filled with centuries-old trees and 
fascinating plants
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Nestled in a quiet corner, sheltered by lush grasses, the Peter Outdoor lounge chair in wine-red powder-coated 
steel and sand-color woven polypropylene fiber (p.25). Large open-air living space with the Eddy sofa and two 
Eddy chaise longues joined to form comfortable double seating. To complete the arrangement, a Bangkok Outdoor 
ottoman, Zefiro Outdoor side tables in metal and stone and a Lotus stool in iroko wood stained grey (p.26/27). In 
the shade of ancient trees, a ‘love seat’ made by placing two Eddy chaise longues side by side (above). Detail of 
the stone top of the Zefiro Outdoor dining table, alongside a Bangkok Outdoor woven ottoman and Lotus stool in 
iroko, stained grey (opposite page)
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Near the house, the Zante sofa in white-lacquered iroko wood, paired with Ortigia Outdoor small armchairs, two 
Phuket woven ottomans and a Dakota rug, form an oasis of peace and serenity (opposite page). Detail of the 
Ortigia Outdoor small armchair in solid iroko wood stained grey with upholstered seat cushion and backrest in 
woven polypropylene cord (above)
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Outdoor dining under the wisteria arbor: Moka Outdoor table and chairs in powder-coated white steel (opposite 
page). Detail of the glass table top (above). Two Ortigia Outdoor small armchairs with matching footstools make 
this spot an open invitation to catch some sun, read and chat (p.36/37)
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Just outside the greenhouse, a cozy sitting room with Thomas Outdoor small armchairs and Fly Outdoor coffee 
table (p.38/39). A glade in the park hosts a lavish living space perfect for an impromptu happy hour with friends. 
The generously proportioned Eddy sectional features pastel earth-toned fabrics and a rich touch of bordeaux, 
paired with Peter Outdoor armchairs. Perfect as a tabletop, at the center of the arrangement is a versatile maxi 
Bangkok Outdoor ottoman, in a deep shade of bordeaux, that can also double as additional seating (p.40/41). In 
the space adjacent to the greenhouse, the plum color Dakota rug defines an alfresco dining room furnished with 
a round Fly Outdoor dining table and Ortigia Outdoor chairs in stained grey iroko wood with upholstered cushions 
in a white and bordeaux variegated fabric (opposite page). Detail of the porphyry table top (above)
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CONTEMPORARY 
COUNTRY HOTEL
c h a r m  w i t h  a  m o d e r n  v i b e  s e t  a m i d 
w o o d s  a n d  g r a s s ,  a  p l e a s a n t  r e t r e a t 
i n  t h e  I t a l i a n  c o u n t r y s i d e
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An authentic outdoor lounge softens the hardscape around the pool; the seating areas are furnished with two 
facing Vulcano sofas, a large Phuket ottoman and Fly side tables. A selection of objects completes the setting: 
sculptural lamps and collector’s items chosen with the same care reflected in the interiors. In the background, 
Alison Outdoor armchairs (p.45-46/47). Detail of the Vulcano sofa, Phuket ottoman and Dakota rug – the outdoor 
decor plays on shades of grey and the stark simplicity of white (opposite page and above)
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An Alison Outdoor armchair in aluminum with white epoxy powder-coated finish (above). Alongside the impressive 
wood-slatted sun shade, the coffee and cocktail area is decorated with Alison Outdoor armchairs and Zefiro 
Outdoor side tables (opposite page)
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For sunbathing and relaxing after a swim, the poolside wood deck is home to three Vulcano chaise longues and 
a Tindari Outdoor side table (p.52/53). Detail of the Tindari Outdoor side table (above). Back view of the Vulcano 
chaise longue with detail of the backrest in woven polypropylene cord (opposite page)
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Rural architecture with contemporary flair makes extensive use of concrete and expanses of glass. In the foreground, 
a pair of Peter Outdoor armchairs and Fly side table. The kinetic sphere sculpture on the table rounds out the decor 
of this elegant corner nook (opposite page). Detail of the woven seat, backrest and burnished steel structure (above)
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One of the most secluded dining areas is dedicated to design connoisseurs: Zefiro Outdoor table with stone top 
and Moka Outdoor chairs in iroko wood with natural finish. On the table, a collection of designer vases in midnight 
blue blown glass (above). Another slatted wood ‘wing’ adorns the front of the building, creating a dramatic 
screen that is both decorative and serves as a sun shade. Carved out here, a relaxing niche for two with Vulcano 
armchairs, Zefiro Outdoor coffee table and large Colorado rug in slate color (p.60/61)
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Lunch is served outdoors under the trees. Two Levante dining tables with structure in satin-finish steel and top in 
slatted iroko. The table in the foreground is surrounded by white Moka Outdoor chairs while those chosen for the 
table at right are in burnished steel (p.62/63). Portrait of the Moka Outdoor chair placed near a marble and metal 
lamp to emphasize the sculptural allure of the graceful chair (opposite page). A detail of the iroko wood slatted 
table top and the simple yet elegant place settings (above)
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